Global Software Talent Seminar

On October the 4th, the DTU It Faculty, in collaboration with FPT Software Danang, held a seminar entitled “Global Software Talent” in Room 510-K7/25 Quang Trung campus. Attendees included Mr. Phan Trung Diep - Chief Representative of FPT Software Danang, Mr. Nguyen Tan Huy, Training Manager of FPT Software Danang, Mr. Truong Tien Vu, Dean of DTU IT Faculty and a lot of DTU lectures and students.

Mr. Truong Tien Vu speaks at the seminar

Mr. Truong Tien Vu said: “FPT Software is one of the biggest software companies in Danang and Vietnam in general so their workforce demand is currently increasing. Previously, on August 7th the comprehensive collaboration signing ceremony between DTU and FPT Software was held which provided DTU students great job opportunities. The seminar tightens our partnership and brings in practical experience for students to further their study and future career.”
A lot of DTU IT Faculty lecturers and students attend the seminar

At the event, Mr. Phan Trung Diep gave a detailed introduction about the training course “Global Software Talent” provided by FPT Software. Accordingly, “Global Software Talent” was a 2-month free of charge training course for IT students, which would help them review and improve knowledge of the most popular programming languages such as Java, C++, ASP.NET and Testing, enhancing individual and team-work skills. At the end of the course, course participants will be granted certificates and may get job offer for FPT Software on graduation.
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